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shall be removed entirely from the realm of international
possibility.'
The Labour Party were called idealists, but it was ideal-
ism that was most urgently needed. There would be no
progress unless ideals were translated into action. So long
as the attempt was being made hon. members opposite had
nothing to deplore. It was their duty indeed to encourage
the Government. Hon. members opposite during the last
war preached it was a war to end war. c You took young
men from their homes,' Mr. Wallhead exclaimed, ' and
appealed to their moral sense. You told them on your
recruiting platforms and in your propaganda that you were
appealing to them by every sense of decency to help you
to crush the militarism of Germany in order to lay the
basis of peace in the future. Now when the Under-Secretary
asks for common sense in place of common fear the idea is
ridiculed.' Mr. Wallhead was aware that it took more than
one to make a bargain, but we were hopelessly inferior to
France and it was in the highest degree doubtful if we
could ever catch up if we were to enter into a race with
her. She will complete the race before we begin. He
wanted action, not words. ' I believe with all my heart that
if this country were definitely to begin by making a cour-
ageous attempt to bring about, by international relationships
first of all, a diminution of armaments and a stoppage of
this infernal race, that would lead up to the establishment
of some power that would take the place of armaments
and war, and our country would go down to posterity as
one of the greatest countries that ever existed.*
Woolly, perhaps, but sincere. It was a Labour speech at
its best. It refused the technical fences but somehow com-
pleted the course. It was cunning in its artlessness. It pro-
voked argument without giving it .a foothold. Not a good
mdment for the Parliamentary beginner to intervene; but

